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BACKGROUND: Patients transferred between hospitals
are at high risk of adverse events and mortality. The relationship between insurance status, transfer practices,
and outcomes has not been definitively characterized.
OBJECTIVE: To identify the association between insurance coverage and mortality of patients transferred between hospitals.
DESIGN: We conducted a single-institution observational
study, and validated results using a national administrative database of inter-hospital transfers.
SETTING: Three ICUs at an academic tertiary care center
validated by a nationally representative sample of interhospital transfers.
PATIENTS: The single-institution analysis included 652
consecutive patients transferred from 57 hospitals between
2011 and 2012. The administrative database included
353,018 patients transferred between 437 hospitals.
MEASUREMENTS: Adjusted inpatient mortality and 24h mortality, stratified by insurance status.
RESULTS: Of 652 consecutive transfers to three ICUs, we
observed that uninsured patients had higher adjusted inpatient mortality (OR 2.67, p = 0.021) when controlling for age,
race, gender, Apache-II, and whether the patient was transferred from an ED. Uninsured were more likely to be transferred from ED (OR 2.3, p = 0.026), and earlier in their hospital course (3.9 vs 2.0 days, p = 0.002). Using an administrative dataset, we validated these observations, finding that
the uninsured had higher adjusted inpatient mortality (OR
1.24, 95% CI 1.13–1.36, p < 0.001) and higher mortality
within 24 h (OR 1.33 95% CI 1.11–1.60, p < 0.002). The
increase in mortality was independent of patient demographics, referral patterns, or diagnoses.
LIMITATIONS: This is an observational study where
transfer appropriateness cannot be directly assessed.
CONCLUSIONS: Uninsured patients are more likely to be
transferred from an ED and have higher mortality. These
data suggest factors that drive inter-hospital transfer of
uninsured patients have the potential to exacerbate outcome disparities.
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INTRODUCTION

Incomplete insurance coverage is an important contributor to
health disparities in the USA. Patients who lack insurance
have decreased access to ambulatory care and chronic disease
management.1–3 Uninsured critically ill patients receive less
intense therapy and fewer procedures, and are more likely to
have life-sustaining care withdrawn.4–6 Adjusted mortality
and cause-specific mortality rates are higher among uninsured
patients than those among patients with insurance.5, 7–9
Despite higher mortality and lack of preventive services,
US health care policy has not been successful in systematizing
care of the uninsured. The Burton-Hill Act of 1946 mandated
uncompensated care from hospitals receiving government
funding, but was nearly unenforced for 30 years.10 The Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA), passed
in 1986, mandated emergency services for patients who lack
the ability to pay, but provided no funding mechanism for their
care.11 Finally, the Affordable Care Act, passed in 2010, made
significant reductions in the numbers of uninsured; however,
legal challenges have prevented universal adoption.12
Since care of the uninsured often remains uncompensated,
delivery may be skewed by economic considerations leading
to suboptimal care or transfer to another facility.13 Hospital to
hospital transfers represent a mechanism to adjust a hospital’s
case-mix and payer-mix14; hospital ownership and finances
may play an important and underappreciated role in hospital
admission and transfer patterns, particularly in the uninsured.15 In addition to providing an opportunity to assess
how medical decision making is affected by a patient’s insurance status, inter-hospital transfers are an important and
understudied population. Patients transferred from other acute
care facilities make up 8% of critical care admissions, and
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represent approximately 1.6 million admissions annually and
cost in excess of $100 billion.16, 17
While EMTALA is designed to protect uninsured patients
from unsafe transfer, it neither mitigates the primary motivation nor the risks associated with an inter-hospital transfer. We
demonstrated previously that EMTALA is not effective at
ensuring the transfer of complete documentation with patients
who are transferred between hospitals, and that the loss of
information is associated with higher risk of mortality.18 Additional studies have shown that patients transferred between
hospitals have elevated risk-adjusted mortality compared to
non-transferred patients.19 It is a reasonable hypothesis that,
despite EMTALA, unnecessary transfers of uninsured patients
still occur and those patients are at elevated risk of morbidity
and mortality.
One might expect that a disproportionate number of uninsured patients are transferred to other hospitals in an effort to
deflect cost, particularly in an environment of increased hospital privatization. Results from studies of the rates of transfer
of uninsured patients are mixed. Analysis of the Health Care
Utilization Project (HCUP) National Inpatient Sample revealed that uninsured patients are significantly underrepresented among those transferred between facilities, suggesting lack
of insurance is more of a barrier to transfer than motivation.20
These findings are not consistent with observations that uninsured patients presenting to the emergency department are
more likely to be transferred than their insured counterpart.21–23 The subsequent outcomes of transferred patients
regardless of their insurance status remain understudied.
To address this important knowledge gap, we investigated
the association of insurance coverage with inter-hospital transfers and their subsequent outcomes. First, we performed a
retrospective observational study of consecutive transfers to
a tertiary referral center. To validate our findings, we repeated
the analysis using a nationally representative database of interhospital transfers where both the referring and receiving hospital characteristics could be described.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study approach included an exploratory analysis of consecutive patient transfers to a tertiary referral center focusing
on how insurance status, transfer practices, and subsequent
mortality were related. Critical care transfers were selected as
the population of interest to enrich event rates for this individual chart review study. We then validated our findings in an
administrative data set of hospital transfers. IRB approval was
obtained from both Rutgers University and the University of
Minnesota.

Data Sources
Single-Institution Observational Study. We conducted a
retrospective observational study of patients transferred to
the three ICUs (Medical ICU, Surgical ICU, and Cardiac
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Care Unit) of the Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital
(RWJUH). RWJUH is a 610-bed tertiary academic medical
center located in New Brunswick, NJ, and is the principal
teaching hospital of Rutgers’ Robert Wood Johnson Medical
School. It is a not-for-profit, privately owned hospital which
receives considerable governmental support from New Jersey
Charity Care. Consecutive transfers between January 1, 2011,
and December 31, 2012, were identified through transfer
center records. Inclusion criteria encompassed all patients
aged 18 years or older, directly transferred to a RWJUH ICU
from outside hospital critical care units or emergency departments (ED). Only the first ICU admission for each inpatient
encounter was included for analysis to limit the bias caused by
repeat ICU readmissions.
Administrative Database Study. To support the
generalizability of these findings and confirm they were not
limited to critical care transfers or isolated to a single tertiary
care center, we developed a large administrative database.
Patients were identified from a cohort of hospital to hospital
transfers from the Heath Care Utilization Project (HCUP)
State Inpatient Databases (SID) and State Emergency Department Database (SEDD) from NY, FL, UT, IA, and VT from
2011 through 2013.24 These states were used as they contain a
unique Bvisitlink^ patient identifier that allows patient tracking
across ED and inpatient visits as well as ability to merge with
the American Hospital Association annual survey. Interhospital transfers were first identified by linking individual
patients with identical age, race, gender, and unique visitlink
ID by discharge and admission date and designation of a
transfer to or from an acute care facility.

Outcomes and Measures
Single-Institution Observational Study. Patient primary payer
information was extracted from hospital records. If insurance
status was unknown, they were excluded from the study. The
primary exposure variable was insurance status of the patient.
We did not compare individual insurance types due to a lack of
statistical power. Severity of illness was calculated using
Apache-II.25 Measures of resource utilization included ICU
length of stay and total length of stay. Additional measures
included prior hospital length of stay (defined by the date of
initial admission to the moment of transfer) and ED versus
inpatient origin. The primary outcome was inpatient mortality.
Administrative Database Study. The primary exposure
variable was insurance status, which was grouped into
private, Medicare, Medicaid, or uninsured as indicated at the
receiving hospital. Patients without a known insurance were
excluded. We compared components of the originating
hospital stay including length of stay, emergency department
(ED) or inpatient origin, and hospital ownership as defined by
the American Hospital Association annual survey stratified
into government (non-federal), non-profit, or for-profit investor owned. We additionally collected age, race, gender,
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Elixhauser comorbidities, admitting diagnosis at the receiving
hospital, and median income quartile of the patient’s home zip
code. The primary outcome was inpatient mortality, with
secondary measures including mortality within 24 h of transfer
as a measure of instability and discharge within 48 h as a
measure of unnecessary transfer.
Finally, we investigated the rate of transfer to a higher level
of care for transfers involving stroke (CVA) or acute myocardial infarction (AMI). For CVA, this was defined by transfers
from a hospital without fibrinolysis capability to a hospital
with sufficient fibrinolysis cases to be included in hospital
quality reporting (measure SK4, 2015 reporting). Similarly,
for acute myocardial infarction, we collected the rate patients
were transferred from hospitals without PCI capability to
hospitals with PCI quality reporting (AMI-8a, 2015 reporting).

Analysis
Single-Institution Observational Study. Demographic
information was included as a number and percentage if a
dichotomous variable and a mean and standard deviation for
continuous variable. We compared components of the prior
hospital stay by chi-square and t test as appropriate with
p < 0.05 to denote statistical significance. For length of stay,
we compared log-transformed values. For adjusted inpatient
mortality, multivariate logistic regression was used to evaluate
the effect of insurance coverage on mortality controlling for
age, gender, race, emergency department origin, and ApacheII as a covariate.
Administrative Database Study. We took a parallel approach
in the large administrative dataset analysis. Chi-square test
was used to determine whether dichotomous variables varied
by insurance status. One-way ANOVA test was used to determine differences between insurance groups for continuous
variables, using log transformation as indicated. Betweengroup comparisons were made using private insurance as a
reference, adjusting for repeated measures using Bonferroni.
Defining privately insured patients as the reference group, we
utilized multilevel logistic regression to adjust for clustering
by the receiving hospital.
Since uninsured patients differed by diagnoses, demographics, and hospital utilization, we took to approaches to
stratification. First, we investigated mortality in 24-h and allcause inpatient mortality while stratifying by age, race, whether patient was transferred from emergency department, hospital ownership, and Elixhauser comorbidities. Since traumas
made up a disproportionate admitting diagnosis of the uninsured, we performed a sensitivity analysis excluding admissions with physical injury as the admitting diagnosis of the
receiving hospital (Clinical Classification Score, CCS 225–
236, 239–244). We additionally performed several subpopulation analyses. We investigated risk-adjusted inpatient mortality across the three most common medical diagnoses across
insurance coverage: Acute myocardial infarction (CCS 100,
101), acute cerebrovascular disease (CCS 109). We performed

analysis across age, race, gender, hospital ownership structure,
and whether they were transferred from the emergency department (holding one variable constant, while adjusting for all
others). We present overall odds ratio and 95% confidence
intervals of mortality stratified by hospital ownership and
insurance coverage. STATA v13 (StataCorp; College Station,
TX) was used for all statistical analyses.

RESULTS

Insurance Coverage and Patient Transfers
Single-Institution Observational Study. Between January
2011 and December 2012, 652 patients were transferred
directly to RWJ ICUs from 57 different hospitals. Patient
demographics and outcomes are summarized in Table 1. Patients without insurance had a shorter ICU (p = 0.025) and
hospital length of stay (p < 0.001), compared to the insured
cohort. Unadjusted mortality was similar between the two
groups. Patients without insurance were transferred earlier in
the original hospitalization (2.02 days vs 3.86 days, p =
0.002), more likely to be transferred directly from the emergency department (p = 0.016), and more likely to arrive at
night (65 vs 49.7%, p = 0.046).
Administrative Database Study. To demonstrate our findings
were not biased by practices of a single hospital system nor by
the relatively small numbers of uninsured patients, we queried
a large administrative database of patients transferred between

Table 1 Patient Demographics and Outcomes of a Pilot
Observational Study of Consecutive Transfers to Three ICUs:
Single-Institution Pilot Study (N = 652)

N
Age (SD)
Male (%)
Race

White
Black
Other
Initial ICU
MICU
SICU
CCU
Prior hospitalization
days (SD)
Transferred from
ER (%)
Arrived on
weekend (%)
Arrived at night (%)
ICU LOS days (SD)
Hospital LOS days
(SD)
Apache-II (SD)
MPM0-III (SD)
Inhospital
mortality (%)
Adjusted inpatient
mortality*

Insured

Uninsured

p

599
54.6 (12.3)
351 (58.6)
442 (73.8)
56 (9.3)
101 (16.8)
107 (17.9)
250 (41.7)
242 (40.4)
3.86 (7.1)

53
47.3 (9.4)
41 (77.4)
26 (49.1)
5 (9.4)
22 (41.5)
11 (20.7)
29 (54.7)
13 (24.5)
2.02 (3.6)

N/A
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

203 (33.9)

27 (50.9)

0.016

154 (25.7)

19 (35.8)

0.142

298 (49.7)
4.6 (5.4)
11.83 (15.7)

34 (64.1)
2.8 (3.2)
6.74 (5.7)

0.046
0.025
< 0.001

14.96 (9.0)
0.23 (0.21)
105 (17.7)

10.4 (9.5)
0.11 (0.2)
10 (18.8)

0.022
< 0.001
1

1 (reference)

2.67 (1.16–6.16)

0.021

0.058
0.002

*Adjusted with multivariate logistic regression including age, gender,
race, ED transfer, nighttime arrival, and Apache-II score
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hospitals. From an initial dataset of over nine million inpatient
encounters, we identified 343,018 records where both hospital
stays and the transfer could be confirmed. We find that patients
who are transferred are younger (p < 0.001), less likely to be
female (59.1 to 47.8%, p < 0.001), less racially diverse, and
more likely to be uninsured (6.7 vs 4.4%, p < 0.001).
Patient demographics and outcomes of patients transferred
between hospitals, stratified by insurance coverage, are summarized in Table 2. On average, there was a net movement of
patients from/to government-owned facilities following transfer (16.1% prior to transfer, 18.2% following transfer). Patients with Medicaid (22.2%) and the uninsured (23.4%) were
more likely to be transferred to a government-owned hospital.
Compared to patients with private insurance, patients who
were uninsured were transferred earlier (1.2 vs 2.7 days,
p < 0.001) and more likely to be transferred from emergency
departments (75.9 vs 59.3%, p < 0.001).
Across all insurance coverages, the most common admitting diagnosis was acute myocardial infarction making up
10.4% of privately insured patient transfers, 10.9% of Medicare transfers, 4.9% of Medicaid transfers, and 10.5% of
uninsured transfers. Traumas, including intracranial injury,
skull and face fractures, and crushing injury, were more common among the uninsured than patients with private insurance
(15.1 vs 11.1%) (Supplemental Table II).

Mortality of Inter-Hospital Transfers
Single-Institution Observational Study. Rates of unadjusted
mortality between insured (17.7%) and uninsured transfers
(18.8%) were similar. Illness severity measured by both
Apache-II and MPM0-III was significantly lower among un-

insured patients. Multivariate analysis, controlling for age,
race, ED origin, and Apache II score, of uninsured patients
exhibited a higher adjusted inpatient mortality (OR 2.67, 95%
CI 1.16–6.16, p = 0.021).
Administrative Database Study. All-cause adjusted inpatient
mortality, controlling for age, race, Elixhauser comorbidities,
whether the patient was transferred directly from another
emergency department, and adjusting for clustering by
hospital, demonstrated that uninsured patients had higher
mortality when compared to patients with private insurance
(OR 1.24, 95% CI 1.13–1.36, p < 0.001, Table 3). Adjusted,
24-h mortality was also significantly higher (OR 1.33, 95%
CI 1.11–1.60, p = 0.002). We performed a sensitivity analysis excluding patient admissions with trauma diagnoses. This
was because traumas would be less sensitive to preventive
services and care coordination afforded by health insurance.
We found adjusted 24-h mortality and inpatient mortality
remained higher among the uninsured. Finally, we investigated cause-specific mortality for the most common medical
reasons for transfer, finding that uninsured patients had
higher inpatient mortality when transferred with AMI (OR
1.43 95% CI 1.06–1.95, p = 0.025) and CVA (OR 1.52, 95%
CI 1.24–1.87, p < 0.001), and not significantly higher with
sepsis (OR 1.15, 95% CI 0.85–1.55). Uninsured patients
required transfer to a higher level of care for PCI services
78.2% of the time which was similar to patients with private
insurance (77.6%). Uninsured patients with CVA were transferred to a higher level of care at a slightly higher rate as
patients with private insurance (48.1 vs 50.0%, Supplemental Table III).

Table 2 Summary of Insurance Coverage on Transfer Patterns and Outcomes: National Administrative Database of Inter-Hospital Transfers
(n = 343,018)

N
Age (SD)
Female (%)
White
Black
Hispanic
Other
Referring hospitalization
Referring hospital LOS (SD)
Transferred from referring ED (%)
Total charges
Investor owned (for profit)
Non-profit owned
Government owned
Receiving hospitalization
LOS (days, SD)
Total charges ($, SD)
Investor owned (for profit)
Non-profit owned
Government owned
Elixhauser comorbidity sum (IQR)
Discharged within 48 h of transfer
Mortality within 24 h of transfer
Inpatient mortality

Medicare

Medicaid

Uninsured

85,692
46.4 (20.4)
37,908 (44.2%)
63,820 (74.5%)
7942 (9.3)
7098 (8.3%)
6834 (8.0%)

174,715
72.9 (12.3)*
86,814 (48.6%)
133,116 (74.5%)
17,064 (9.6%)
18,640 (10.4%)
8745 (5.5%)

61,547
30.1 (22.1)*
41,724 (51.5%)
29,729 (48.3%)
13,813 (22.4%)
11,914 (19.4%)
6091 (9.9%)

21,064
42.7 (16.8)*
7521 (35.7%)
15,333 (63.6%)
3942 (16.3%)
2962 (12.3%)
1876 (7.8%)

2.78 (8.0)
50,824 (59.3%)
31,674 (94k)
15,432 (18.0%)
59,999 (70.0%)
9406 (11.0%)

4.45 (8.7)†
74,960 (42.0%)
48,172 (103k)†
46,840 (26.2%)
108,771 (60.9%)
31,448 (12.0%)

2.5 (9.7)†
40,237 (65.4%)
21,869 (72k)†
15,102 (24.5%)
35,660 (57.9%)
10,378 (16.8%)

1.2 (5.0)†
18,312 (75.9%)
15,556 (38k)†
7129 (30.0%)
12,635 (52.3%)
4187 (17.4)

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

7.1 (11.3)
71,618 (118k)
11,222 (13.1%)
57,193 (66.7%)
17,062 (20.0%)
2.91 (2.57)
25,975 (30.3%)
522 (0.6%)
3487 (4.3%)

10.1 (13.0)†
83,475 (112k)†
46,318 (25.9%)
105,689 (59.2%)
25,984 (14.5%)
5.18 (2.74)†
33,329 (18.7%)
2088 (1.2%)
16,621 (9.5%)

6.6 (11.7)†
60,568 (117k)†
7815 (12.7%)
39,834 (65.7%)
13,637 (22.2%)
2.43 (2.49)
20,245 (32.9%)
262 (0.4%)
1982 (3.5%)

5.5 (9.2)†
64,352 (107k)†
4613 (19.1%)
13,823 (57.3%)
5639 (23.4%)
2.3 (2.2)†
7740 (32.1%)
158 (0.7%)
648 (3.1%)

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

*p < 0.002 by one-way ANOVA, compared with privately insured
p < 0.002 by one-way ANOVA following log transformation (pairwise comparison with privately insured)

†

p

Private

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
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Table 3 Association Between Insurance Coverage and Inpatient Mortality, Stratified by Diagnosis
Private

Overall 24-h mortality
24-h mortality Excluding trauma
Overall Inpatient mortality
Inpatient Mortality Excluding trauma
AMI†
CVA†
Sepsis†
Intracranial injury†

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Medicare

(reference)
(reference)
(reference)
(reference)
(reference)
(reference)
(reference)
(reference)

Medicaid

Uninsured

OR (95% CI)*

p

OR (95% CI)*

p

OR (95% CI)*

p

1.17 (1.05–1.31)
1.19 (1.06–1.34)
1.07 (1.02–1.12)
1.08 (1.04–1.14)
1.09 (0.92–1.31)
1.29 (1.11–1.50)
1.02 (0.89–1.18)
0.89 (0.69–1.15)

0.004
0.003
0.004
0.001
0.319
0.001
0.41
0.375

0.93 (0.8–1.09)
0.95 (0.81–1.12)
1.10 (1.03–1.18)
1.11 (1.03–1.19)
0.98 (0.73–1.32)
1.45 (1.19–1.75)
1.03 (0.85–1.25)
1.21 (0.84–1.76)

0.417
0.524
0.003
0.003
0.919
< 0.001
0.738
0.297

1.33
1.40
1.24
1.29
1.42
1.52
1.15
0.88

0.002
0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.025
< 0.001
0.36
0.516

(1.11–1.60)
(1.15–1.70)
(1.13–1.36)
(1.17–1.42)
(1.05–1.95)
(1.23–1.86)
(0.85–1.55)
(0.60–1.29)

*OR and p value by multi-level logistic regression adjusting for age, gender, race, hospital ownership, whether the patient was transferred from an
emergency department, and Elixhauser comorbidities
†
Admitting diagnosis of the receiving hospital, obtained via AHRQ clinical classification system

We additionally stratified by patient and hospital factors
(Table 4). Uninsured patients had higher adjusted inpatient
mortality across age, race, gender, and socioeconomic status
as proxied by median income of a patient’s zip code. Higher
mortality of uninsured patients was limited to those directly
transferred from emergency departments. Higher mortality of
uninsured patients was limited to patients who were transferred to non-profit and government-owned hospitals, and
not those transferred to for-profit investor-owned hospitals.

DISCUSSION

Incomplete medical insurance coverage is a driving force of
health care disparities in the USA. We investigated the

complex relationship between insurance coverage, hospital
transfer practices, and patient outcomes. We demonstrate both
in a single tertiary referral center and in a representative
administrative database that patients without insurance are
transferred earlier, often prior to admission, and have higher
mortality. We found higher mortality within the first 24 h of
transfer even when patients were transferred from emergency
departments. Our findings did not appear to be explained by
differences in demographics and diagnoses. Additionally, we
found that rates of uninsured were slightly higher among
patients who were transferred when compared to the entire
inpatient sample, and that uninsured patients were more likely
to be transferred to government-owned hospitals.
Despite multiple medical advancements, electronic health
records adoption, and the passage of EMTALA, our findings

Table 4 Association Between Insurance Coverage and Inpatient Mortality, Across Patient Demographics, and Hospital Ownership
Private

Age < 35
1.0 (reference)
Age 35–55
1.0 (reference)
Age > 55
1.0 (reference)
Gender
Male
1.0 (reference)
Female
1.0 (reference)
Race
White
1.0 (reference)
Black
1.0 (reference)
Hispanic
1.0 (reference)
Other
1.0 (reference)
Income quartile by home zip code
Quartile 1
1.0 (reference)
Quartile 2
1.0 (reference)
Quartile 3
1.0 (reference)
Quartile 4
1.0 (reference)
Referring hospital location
ED
1.0 (reference)
Inpatient
1.0 (reference)
Referring hospital ownership
Investor owned
1.0 (reference)
Non profit
1.0 (reference)
Government
1.0 (reference)
Receiving hospital ownership
Investor
1.0 (reference)
Non profit
1.0 (reference)
Government
1.0 (reference)

Medicare

Medicaid

Uninsured

OR (95% CI)*

p

OR (95% CI)*

p

OR (95% CI)*

p

1.17 (0.85–1.61)
1.15 (1.02–1.29)
1.05 (0.99–1.12)

0.326
0.021
0.058

1.13 (0.95–1.35)
1.17 (1.04–1.31)
1.08 (0.97–1.19)

0.167
0.009
0.152

1.28 (0.98–1.70)
1.27 (1.09–1.48)
1.33 (1.16–1.52)

0.08
0.002
< 0.001

1.06 (0.99–1.13)
1.08 (1.01–1.17)

0.06
0.026

1.15 (1.06–1.27)
1.06 (0.98–1.18)

0.002
0.197

1.19 (1.06–1.34)
1.37 (1.18–1.59)

0.003
< 0.001

1.08 (1.01–1.17)
0.96 (9.83–1.12)
1.13 (0.95–1.35)
1.07 (9.89–1.27)

0.026
0.651
0.14
0.47

1.12
1.14
1.09
1.03

(1.02–1.22)
(0.95–1.35)
(0.98–1.33)
(0.84–1.27)

0.014
0.14
0.409
0.29

1.2 (1.07–1.34)
1.28 (1.0–1.65)
1.27 (0.95–1.70)
1.54 (1.16–2.04)

0.002
0.05
0.12
0.003

1.06
1.01
1.13
1.49

(0.96–1.18)
(0.93–1.11)
(1.03–1.25)
(1.15–1.93)

0.224
0.33
0.013
0.258

1.12
1.06
1.13
1.23

(0.98–1.28)
(0.94–1.19)
(0.97–1.31)
(1.01–1.49)

0.088
0.373
0.095
0.034

1.21
1.19
1.26
1.49

0.034
0.038
0.02
0.002

1.07 (0.98–1.17)
1.06 (0.99–1.13)

0.06
0.054

1.21 (1.09–1.35)
1.05 (0.97–1.15)

<0.001
0.202

1.41 (1.25–1.59)
1.03 (0.788–1.20)

< 0.001
0.33

1.14 (1.03–1.26)
1.03 (0.97–110)
1.22 (1.05–1.41)

0.014
0.259
0.009

1.15 (0.98–1.34)
1.10 (1.01–1.20)
1.08 (0.90–1.30)

0.014
0.025
0.372

1.14 (0.94–1.39)
1.27 (1.13–1.44)
1.44 (1.14–1.83)

0.198
< 0.001
0.002

1.21 (1.08–1.35)
1.04 (0.98–1.11)
1.05 (0.93–1.18)

0.001
0.148
0.423

1.25 (1.01–1.52)
1.09 (1.00–1.18)
1.01 (0.87–1.17)

0.037
0.045
0.855

1.11 (0.84–1.45)
1.27 (1.13–1.43)
1.26 (1.04–1.51)

0.455
< 0.001
0.015

(1.01–1.45)
(1.01–1.40)
(1.04–1.52)
(1.15–1.93)

*OR and p value by multi-level logistic regression adjusting for age, gender, race, hospital ownership, whether the patient was transferred from an
emergency department, and Elixhauser comorbidities
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of higher mortality echo those illustrated 30 years ago.13
Transfers of particularly high-risk, high-complexity patients
requiring uncompensated care may continue to unduly burden
a municipal hospital system which serves as a large safety net
for uninsured patients.26–29 Taken together, we conclude that
EMTALA is insufficient to protect uninsured patients who
require transfer between hospitals.
There are many explanations for this finding. First, the lack
of preventative services may result in uninsured patients presenting late in the course of disease, warranting emergency
transfer, and ultimately higher mortality despite the best efforts
of referring hospital. Alternatively, the burden of uncompensated care may motivate earlier transfer, while diagnosis and
stabilization are ongoing resulting in higher risk. In either case,
lack of insurance coverage contributes to the occurrence of a
high-risk transition of care where miscommunication is common and treatment delay may result in worse outcomes.
In the current political climate, where insurance coverage
expansion under the ACA is actively debated, it is important to
understand the added risk associated with lack of insurance.
While EMTALA mandates uncompensated care to patients
who lack the ability to pay, it fails to systematize care in a
way that mitigates the risk associated with an emergent interhospital transfer. Moreover, the burden of high-risk transfers
falls disproportionately on government-financed hospitals,
wherein emergency care and subsequent hospitalization and
transfer are mandated by law. The lack of care coordination
such as that occurs during inter-hospital transfers may contribute to less efficient care and worse outcomes for the uninsured.
This study has several limitations. As this is an observational
study that relies on a single hospital, and validated in administrative data, there is no ability to assess the appropriateness of an
individual patient transfer. Hospital transfer behavior is highly
heterogeneous at the hospital level; diagnoses frequently change
before and after transfer, and procedural rates are inconsistent.
Elucidating the rationale for transfer among uninsured population
is not possible in this study. Moreover, risk stratification via
APACHE-II and Elixhauser comorbidities partly relies on prior
diagnosis of chronic diseases, which may not be identified in the
uninsured population that lack prior care, thus potentially biasing
our conclusions. Additionally, the higher rate of mortality and
early transfer may represent the best efforts of a hospital to
transfer the patient to a higher level of care. In this case, adding
additional barriers to transfer such as financial clearance may
worsen disparities in the uninsured.
This study suggests reducing uninsured rate may reduce the
need for high-risk inter-hospital transfers; however due to the
observational design, it cannot identify a causative relationship
between insurance coverage and transfers. Investigating the absolute impact of the Medicaid expansion on hospital to hospital
transfer rates and subsequent outcomes is an important and
necessary next step. Additionally, investigating hospital ownership, changes in financial health, and hospital transfer patterns
would shed further light on this underappreciated public health
challenge.
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CONCLUSION

Incomplete insurance coverage is an important contributor to
economic health disparities in the USA. We demonstrate that
uninsured patients are frequently transferred prior to admission and earlier in their hospital stay and have worse outcomes
despite EMTALA. Further expanding insurance coverage will
allow for better systematization of already federally mandated
inpatient care, likely reduce the rate of unnecessary transfers,
thereby improving overall inpatient outcomes, and
unburdening the municipal hospital system.
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